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Dr. Libby Drake is sensible and practical. To her more adventurous sisters, she's always been the 'good girl'. Certainly not the kind to attract the attention of a genius like Ty Derrick - until a
tragic accident leaves the handsome biochemist at her mercy. Acting on her uncanny ability to heal, she awakens in Ty his own long-suppressed desires. But he's not the only man with
designs on Libby Drake. Her miraculous and selfless power has also captured the attention of a dangerously influential admirer. He's pursuing the elementally gifted beauty for his own wicked
purpose. And he's willing to go to deadly lengths to make it happen.
A huge fan of Jane Austen, Danielle hopes to find her own Mr. Darcy when she leaves Colorado to attend art school in London. Of course she knows it's silly to wish for that, naive even. But
she's met enough males who lacked respect for women, a growing trend it seemed. And at nineteen...well.... However, on only her second night there she gets lost and is threatened by a
stalker who proves to be immune to her martial arts training. Before she is completely overpowered, she is then saved by Ethan Deveroux.While Danielle does find the romance she seeks in
Ethan, he's no Mr. Darcy. Her hero is held by a spell which fractures their chance at a happy ending. During the day Ethan is closer to mortal than immortal and can date her like any other
man. Yet, as the sun sets, the powerful magic of an ancient curse returns and the evil of that spell is revealed. When that magic begins, Danielle's fairytale romance ends because Ethan
Deveroux is a vampire.
This Special Limited Edition Boxed Set includes Fateful, Fractured, and Forever of The Fateful Vampire Series "The magic and wonder of Harry Potter with the melt-your-heart romance of the
Vampire Diaries." "Heartbreakingly beautify" "This book will keep you guessing all the way up until the end. And also introduces more mythical creatures! Just loved it." "My favorite thing about
this series is its originality. There are lots of stories out there that have paranormal activity going on but nothing quite compares to the way Cheri Schmidt weaves these creatures together in
an original one-of-a-kind tale." Danielle and Ethan will take you on a magical journey as they fall in love amidst a world of evil pixies, a clan of creepy werewolves, a coven or two of wicked
witches, and a school of lovely but malicious mermaids. They fight to have a normal life, but that isn't so easy when the only aid they have is from slightly dishonest fairies and flirtatious
vampire bodyguards. This is Danielle and Ethan's happily forever after...
"For the first time in my life, I didn't feel envy..." Tess is the exact opposite of her beautiful, athletic sister. And that's okay. Kristina is the sporty one, Tess is the smart one, and they each have
their place. Until Kristina is diagnosed with cancer. Suddenly Tess is the center of the popular crowd, everyone eager for updates. There are senior boys flirting with her. But, the smiles of her
picture perfect family are cracking and her sister could be dying. Now Tess has to fill a new role: the strong one. Because if she doesn't hold it together, who will? Janet Gurtler tests the bonds
of sisterhood in this moving debut that readers of Jodi Picoult and Sarah Dessen will savor.
Juliet Winterton refused to marry a drunken gambler her brother had chosen, so she ran away and established herself on the country estate of the absent Alexander Barr, Viscount
Hawkswood. Pretending to be his wife was simple—until he showed up. Alexander was a rake, but he was also a gentleman, so he went along with Juliet’s ploy—until he found himself falling
for the lady. Regency Romance by Emily Hendrickson; originally published by Signet
Standing up for what you believe in is hard for any teenager in the battleground known as high school. It's even harder in the world of Hollywood, which is where sixteen-year-old June Laurie
dreams of being. Thanks to the constant training from her agent/grandmother and the support of her best friend Joseph, June is positive she's ready. But is an innocent little Mormon girl like
June ever really ready to be cast as the love interest for the country's hottest star, Lukas Leighton? When June lands a role in Hollywood's most popular crime drama, Forensic Faculty, she
finds herself caught off-guard by the fast-paced world of tabloids and paparazzi, and swept off her feet by her gorgeous co-star. Now June must decide what she's willing to give up to achieve
the title of Hollywood starlet?or more importantly, what's too sacred to lose.
You should never trust a woman who dances naked around a fire at night. You should never trust a man who turns into a hairy beast under a full moon. And you should never, ever fall in love
with them. From USA Today Bestsellers Cheri Schmidt and Tristan Hunt!Madison comes from a long line of powerful witches and warlocks. They are unique amongst their kind for one reason:
The Veiling Spell. After her entire family is murdered, Madison is forced to move from one country to another in hiding...to protect her family's precious secret from those who would kill her to
steal it. Finding herself a little too comfortable in the cozy English town of Youlgreave, Madison falls in love with Jake, an American tourist, despite her best efforts. When a constable goes
missing, rumors of 'wolf men' lurking in the forest ravage the small village and secrets between the two lovers begin to unravel as their romance heats up. As their magical identities come to
light, Madison attempts to cure Jake of his horrible affliction while an angry gang of werewolves hatch plans to take over the entire territory and the past finally catches up with her. It's good
against evil as the little witch must face the wolves at her door in this epic paranormal romance!
Inspired by interviews with real-life cancer survivors and insider sports experience, this unforgettable New York Times bestseller shows a brave boy who learns what it truly means to be
unstoppable. As National Ambassador for Young People's Literature emeritus Jon Scieszka said, Unstoppable is "absolutely heroic, and something every guy should read." If anyone
understands the phrase "tough luck," it's Harrison. As a foster kid in a cruel home, he knows his dream of one day playing in the NFL is a longshot. Then Harrison is brought into a new home
with kind, loving parents—his new dad is even a football coach. Harrison's big build and his incredible determination quickly make him a star running back on the junior high school team. On the
field, he's practically unstoppable. But Harrison's good luck can't last forever. When a routine sports injury leads to a devastating diagnosis, it will take every ounce of Harrison's determination
not to give up for good.
Alan Sakowitz, a whistleblower of a Madoff-like Ponzi scheme masterminded by Scott Rothstein, fraudster extraordinaire, tells of the story of his decision to turn in Rothstein regardless of the
possible dangerous ramifications of such a decision. The saga of Rothstein's rise and fall which included a Warren Yacht, two Bugattis, Governor Crist, the former Versace mansion, The
Eagles, and even the murder of a law partner, is the stuff that Hollywood movies are made from. Instead of the mere accounting of such a scandal, Sakowitz uses the Rothstein scheme as a
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cautionary tale in stark contrast to the stories of humble, ethical individuals living within Sakowitz's neighborhood in North Miami Beach, Florida, Sakowitz's neighbors are people who have
spent their lives trying to assist others, not line their pockets, and through these stories Sakowitz creates a sharp dichotomy between the greed, of a Rothstein and its mainstream culture of
consumption and the charity, kindness and selflessness of a principle-oriented community. Indeed, Sakowitz speaks to the symptoms of a culture that could create a Scott Rothstein, and,
though acknowledging that the easy way out is not simple to dismiss, offers remedies to the growing ills of our entitlement society. The answer, Sakowitz says, lies in thinking first of others,
and how one's actions should benefit the lives of friends, not one's short-term gratifications.
‘Before mezcal I knew tequila. We danced together and had a good time. Then I found mezcal and we not only danced but we talked and talked. As a lover of whisky, mezcal was an easy step for me. And
Tom is the person to tell you all about it.’ Thomasina Miers, author and chef-owner of Wahaca restaurant chain ‘Thomas, aside from having one of the early great beards of NYC, played some of the finest
music ever to crawl into my drunken ears. He retains the same intimidating and generous approach to mezcal: know everything worth knowing about a subject, avoid the garbage, love it, and share.’ James
Murphy, LCD Soundsystem ‘Before mezcal I knew tequila. We danced together and had a good time. Then I found mezcal and we not only danced but we talked and talked. As a lover of whisky, mezcal was
an easy step for me. And Tom is the person to tell you all about it.’ Thomasina Miers, author and chef-owner of Wahaca restaurant chain ‘Thomas, aside from having one of the early great beards of NYC,
played some of the finest music ever to crawl into my drunken ears. He retains the same intimidating and generous approach to mezcal: know everything worth knowing about a subject, avoid the garbage,
love it, and share.’ James Murphy, LCD Soundsystem The definitive guide to Mexico's best kept secret; Mezcal. Unlike its infamous offspring tequila, until recently you would have had to take a trip to Mexico
to try this intriguing spirit. But with ‘Mezcalerias’ popping up everywhere from New York City to London, Tokyo and beyond, and mezcal increasingly seen on the menus of the most discerning and hippest
bars, the agave plant-based alcohol is the cool new drink taking the world by storm. Embark on a regional tour of Mexico and discover local mezcal gems in this illustrated guide to the best 'mezcalerias'
(mezcal bars) in the world, then work your way through more than 30 cocktail recipes from the world’s best mezcal bartenders. From backyard heroes to big names, this is a comprehensive guide fwith over
100 varieties of mezcal, complete with a tasting wheel to help explain the subtleties of this intriguing drink and make you a connoisseur in no time.
A suspenseful psychological thriller, Portals of the Night profiles the ominous battle between good and evil as a small-town attorney confronts the Biblical myths predicting the end of the world and his
personal apocalypse. Robert Ashton Farwell becomes involved in an experimental project that propels him into the subconscious. Farwell ventures into the confusing, unfamiliar realm of inner-space, only to
discover his life is in grave danger. Religious fanatics intent on killing Mormon defectors for violating secret temple ordinances force Farwell to become immersed again in the mysteries of the Mormon Church
from which he had tried to escape. Former members are being executed. Farwell is next. He has thirty days to identify the assassins and prevent his own murder. Through these dark portals the shocking
truth about Mormonism is revealed. Portals is an epic battle in the eternal struggle between the righteous and the wicked. It is a story of redemption and hope in a place where time has no meaning. The
bridge spanning the gap between believers and nonbelievers is about to fall. The time to choose has arrived.
A cult, a murder, a curse. At twenty-two, practicing Wiccan Sophia Parsons is scratching out a living waiting tables in her Rocky Mountain hometown, a pariah after a string of unsolved murders with only one
thing in common: her. Sophia can imagine lots of ways to improve her life, but she'd settle for just getting rid of the buzzing noise in her head. When the spell she casts goes wrong, the static turns into voices.
Her personal demons get company, and the newcomers are dangerous. One of them is a man named Charles, who Sophia falls for despite her better judgment. He has connections that might help her unveil
the mystery surrounding her ancestor's hanging, but she gets more than she bargains for when she finally decides to trust him. If you like the bite of True Blood, the bones of Twilight, and the heart of The
Craft, then you'll devour Rebecca Hamilton's witty, imaginative series. Buy The Forever Girl to start the hauntingly beautiful adventure today!
"TWILIGHT MEETS OUTLANDER" "Fast paced, action-packed and a total page turner... Mind blowing!" - Tilly "So freaking awesome!" - ERIN E WOLF From USA TODAY bestselling series Vampire Girl,
comes the next book in the saga: SILVER FLAME. For fans of Twilight, A Shade of Vampire, and Outlander, experience a fantasy romance with an original twist on an old tale. I was an ordinary girl, living an
ordinary life, until I sold my soul to save my mother. Now, I am trapped between two worlds. Between the vampire demons who own my contract, and the Fae whose bloodline flows in me. Between the prince
I'm falling in love with, and the race his kind has enslaved. Scroll up and click the buy button now to continue the journey... "Karpov Kinrade's words are magic, painting a picture in your mind that stays
forever." - Courtney Cole, New York Times bestselling author
Emily Windsnap lives on a boat, but her mother has always been oddly anxious to keep her out of the water. It is only when Emily has her first school swimming lesson that she discovers why: as soon as she
gets into the water, she grows a tail! Soon Emily discovers a glorious underwater world of fishes, coral, shipwrecks and mermaids, and, best of all, she finds a best friend! With mermaid Shona Silkfin by her
side, Emily uncovers a surprising family secret and embarks on a quest to reunite her mum and dad. This enchanting fantasy deals with universal themes of family, friendship, love and justice - all handled
with the lightness of touch for which Liz Kessler is so well known.
Presents a revision of the late Columbia University art historian's lectures given at Indiana University in 1961
This book highlights the multi-dimensionality of the work of British fantasy writer and Discworld creator Terry Pratchett. Taking into account content, political commentary, and literary technique, it explores the
impact of Pratchett's work on fantasy writing and genre conventions.With chapters on gender, multiculturalism, secularism, education, and relativism, Section One focuses on different characters’
situatedness within Pratchett’s novels and what this may tell us about the direction of his social, religious and political criticism. Section Two discusses the aesthetic form that this criticism takes, and analyses
the post- and meta-modern aspects of Pratchett’s writing, his use of humour, and genre adaptations and deconstructions. This is the ideal collection for any literary and cultural studies scholar, researcher or
student interested in fantasy and popular culture in general, and in Terry Pratchett in particular.
Disillusioned with love, Kendall has a one-night-stand with Garrison University's resident playboy, Cruise Elton, but when feelings emerge on both sides, Kendall and Cruise find themselves questioning
everything they thought they knew about love.
Ever since Viola's boyfriend broke up with her, she has spent her days silently wishing—to have someone love her again and, more importantly, to belong again—until one day she inadvertently summons a
young genie out of his world and into her own. He will remain until she makes three wishes. Jinn is anxious to return home, but Viola is terrified of wishing, afraid she will not wish for the right thing, the thing
that will make her truly happy. As the two spend time together, the lines between master and servant begin to blur, and soon Jinn can't deny that he's falling for Viola. But it's only after Viola makes her first
wish that she realizes she's in love with Jinn as well . . . and that if she wishes twice more, he will disappear from her life—and her world—forever. Jackson Pearce spins a magical tale about star-crossed
lovers, what it means to belong . . . and how important it is to be careful what you wish for.
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Shows that the elite of the art world are sustained by new forms and styles created by artists outside the mainstream.
“One of America’s most notorious murder cases inspires this feverish debut” novel that goes inside the mind of Lizzie Borden (The Guardian). On the morning of August 4,
1892, Lizzie Borden calls out to her maid: Someone’s killed Father. The brutal ax-murder of Andrew and Abby Borden in their home in Fall River, Massachusetts, leaves little
evidence and many unanswered questions. In this riveting debut novel, Sarah Schmidt reimagines the day of the infamous murders as an intimate story of a family devoid of love.
While neighbors struggle to understand why anyone would want to harm the respected Bordens, those close to the family have a different tale to tell?of a father with an explosive
temper, a spiteful stepmother, and two spinster sisters desperate for their independence. As the police search for clues, Lizzie’s memories of that morning flash in scattered
fragments. Had she been in the barn or the pear arbor to escape the stifling heat of the house? When did she last speak to her stepmother? Were they really gone and would
everything be better now? Shifting among the perspectives of the unreliable Lizzie, her older sister Emma, the housemaid Bridget, and the enigmatic stranger Benjamin, the
events of that fateful day are slowly revealed through a high-wire feat of storytelling.
Bill Wells wasn't a famous man, but he left an invaluable legacy for those who knew him. He lived his life by a few simple words of wisdom-recorded in a little black notebook-and
taught his children to do the same. Now, with this collection of mini-memoirs, his daughter Yvonne Swinson shares his legacy with you. 33 Habits of a Really Good Man includes
Bill's favorite memories and experiences and shares ideas on how these habits can lead to a really good life. Available just in time for Father's Day, 33 Habits is the perfect way
to show your appreciation for the most important men in your life.
The second book in The Lunar Chronicles series by Marissa Meyer. This is not the fairytale you remember. But it's one you won't forget. SCARLET BENOIT'S grandmother is
missing. The police have closed her case. The only person Scarlet can turn to is Wolf, a street fighter she does not trust, but they are drawn to each other. Meanwhile, in New
Beijing, Cinder will become the Commonwealth's most wanted fugitive - when she breaks out of prison to stay one step ahead of vicious Queen Levana. As Scarlet and Wolf
expose one mystery, they encounter Cinder and a new one unravels. Together they must challenge the evil queen, who will stop at nothing to make Prince Kai her husband, her
king, her prisoner . . . ***Red Riding Hood-meets-Percy Jackson in a thrilling new spin on Grimm by Marissa Meyer, the author of Cinder.***
From the USA Today bestselling authors, Cheri Schmidt and Tristan Hunt comes an action packed reimagining of the original FATEFUL. If you thought Danielle was a kick ass
heroine before, wait till you see her now. Danielle has just met a real-life 'Mr. Darcy' from Pride & Prejudice. In 2018! And she thought romance and chivalry were dead. Except,
come to find out, her dashing Mr. Darcy, Ethan Deveroux, has fangs. Ethan is cursed, living as a vampire for over a hundred and eighty years. A part of Danielle wants to run for
her life, but another part of her can't resist listening to her heart. When Danielle looks into his eyes, it feels like she has known Ethan forever. Since before forever. Like they're
fated. Ethan swears there's a cure and he wants to be mortal again...but can you really trust a vampire?
Heartbreakingly beautiful!" Danielle dreams of meeting Mr. Darcy...except it's 2017 and the 'Mr. Darcy' she meets has fangs. A charming Englishman from the Victorian era and a
modern American woman who can kick his ass (unless the sun has set) meet in London on a dark night. When they kiss, a forgotten but familiar love reignites their fateful
romance. Just one problem, an ancient and deadly curse threatens both their lives. A huge fan of Jane Austen, Danielle hopes to find her own Mr. Darcy when she leaves
Colorado to attend art school in London. Infamously bad with directions, on her second night there Danielle gets lost and is threatened by a stalker who proves to be immune to
her martial arts training. Before she is completely overpowered by her strangely inhuman attacker, Danielle is saved by an even more mysterious guardian angel, Ethan
Deveroux. While Danielle does find heart-stopping romance with Ethan, he's no Mr. Darcy. Her hero is bound by a vampire curse which fractures their chance at a happy ending
and devastates Danielle in the process. However, Ethan, headstrong and tenacious to the last, won't give up that easily. He is part of an order of Vampire Knights sworn to
protect humanity and is unwilling to live without the once-in-a-lifetime love he's found with Danielle. He vows to find a cure for the curse that has plagued him for over a hundred
and fifty years so they can be together. The fact that no vampire has ever been cured only makes Ethan all the more determined, which also makes him more susceptible to the
traps that lay ahead of him. Facing insurmountable odds, the star crossed lovers are pushed to the brink of their sanity, as well as their love, when an old grudge between Ethan
and his rival, Lucas, turns deadly and forces the couple into a corner which will either kill them or change the world of vampires forever.
Huelsenbeck’s memoirs bring to life the concerns—intellectual, artistic, and political—of the individuals involved in the Dada movement and document the controversies within the
movement and in response to it.
Vlad's running out of time. The Elysian Council has given him weeks to live, and that's if the Slayer Society doesn't kill him first. Then there's the issue of Vlad's father, who may
or may not still be alive after all these years, and oh yeah, that tiny little detail in the Pravus prophecy about Vlad enslaving Vampirekind and the human race. So much for college
applications . . . Dark secrets will be revealed, old friends will become enemies, and warm blood will run cold in this thrilling final instalment in the tales of Vladimir Tod.
Uses interviews with investigators, prosecutors, hackers, and other security experts to delve into the twists and turns of criminal investigations and the motivations of
cybercrooks.
A daring rescue has freed Eleira from The Crypts.But that rescue has come at a great cost, stripping Eleira of her humanity and opening up the battlelines between the world's most powerful
covens.Now, as a creature of the night, Eleira has no choice but to return to The Haven. She must discover the truth of the dark prophecy surrounding her life and learn the extent of her new
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powers... all the while navigating the treacherous landscape of her heart.But as the Queen awaits Eleira's arrival, discord grows amongst the The Haven's vampires. The threat of war, of
outside attack, has them questioning their monarch's ability to rule... and the necessity of The Succession.Eleira was supposed to be their savior. Her newfound strength instead makes her a
threat. None are eager to welcome her back with open arms... and all will fight to bring her down if they think it will help them get ahead.
High school sophomore Nora has always been very cautious in her relationships, but when Patch, who has a dark side she can sense, enrolls at her school, she is mysteriously and strongly
drawn to him, despite warnings from her best friend, the school counselor, and her own instincts.
When the fairies come to take her soul to their realm one warm summer night, Saffron Keller is suitably enchanted. When she begins to see creatures lurking in her woods and fields, at her
new job at the convenience store, and in her own home - her life becomes a waking nightmare. But that's nothing compared to the thing she finds waiting for her at the movie theatre. Moving
effortlessly across time & space, Fairy Circle tells a tale that crosses centuries of overlap between Saffron, fairies Li & Ny, and the vampire Jethin. Sometimes, you don't really want your
dreams to come true.
Robin Hood serenades Snow White...Poisoned Wedding Cake...And a Unicorn... A vampire story with a fairytale twist. Set during Fractured, book 2 in the Fateful Vampire Series. Ever wonder
about what happens when Max and Nadia elope to Gretna Green to renew their weddings vows? Note: Must be read AFTER books 1-4 in the Fateful Vampire Series. This novella is part of
my new series set within the FATEFUL WORLD
Daniel tells me that he's always loved me. That I feel the same. That I always have. Not just in this life, but in my last life, and all my lives before. But I don't remember him. He says he is
always searching for me. Always hoping that one day I will remember. But it is only he that carries the memory of our love. I know that finding true love is never easy. Perhaps you have fought
for it. Perhaps, like Daniel, you have endured the pain of it being unrequited. But I hope your quest ends happily. I hope you never have to face the heartbreak that inevitably awaits us. This is
our extraordinary, unforgettable story.
The Fateful Vampire TrilogyBoxed Set of Books 1, 2, and 3 in the Fateful Vampire Series (Fan Edition Cover)Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Diary kept by Daisy White while at a French boarding school where she was sent by her father who had remarried. Her entries describe holiday outings, school work, teachers, the departure of
friends and often her unhappiness.
For eighteen year-old Gemma, life has never been normal. Up until recently, she has been incapable of feeling emotion. And when she’s around Alex, the gorgeous new guy at school, she
can feel electricity that makes her skin buzz. Not to mention the monsters that haunt her nightmares have crossed over into real-life. But with Alex seeming to hate her and secrets popping up
everywhere, Gemma’s life is turning into a chaotic mess. Things that shouldn’t be real suddenly seem to exist. And as her world falls apart, figuring out the secrets of her past becomes a
matter of life and death.
When a murder in the past destroys the foundation of her present-day life, Kate uses her genetic ability to time-travel to stop the murder and attempt to change the timeline--which may erase
the memory of the boy she loves.
Peopled with literary figures such as Tennyson, Trollope, Browning, George Eliot, Henry James and Virginia Woolf, this book provides Anne Thackeray Ritchie's complete journals written in 1864-65 and
1878, an ample selection of her most interesting letters and a number of significant letters written to her. Because only a third of each journal has been previously published, this collection presents a valuable
document of Ritchie's inner life, especially the account of her response to her father's death.
Swashbuckling teen romance to coincide with release of the third PIRATES OF THE CARRIBEAN movie in Summer 07! Ahoy, hotties! A beautiful, plucky seventeen-year-old finds herself aboard a pirate
ship...where danger lurks in every corner, but a certain dark-eyed pirate in search of buried treaure may just steal her heart. This high-seas romance will have readers swooning.
When eighteen-year-old Lexi of Morgantown, West Virginia, becomes the body double of a famous pop star, she discovers that the girl she is replacing is actually her half-sister, and that their father is a
famous rock star.
My life had always been blissfully, wonderfully normal. But it only took one moment to change everything. Suddenly, my sister, Georgia and I were orphans. We put our lives into storage and moved to Paris to
live with my grandparents. And I knew my shattered heart, my shattered life, would never feel normal again. Then I met Vincent. Mysterious, sexy and unnervingly charming, Vincent Delacroix appeared out of
nowhere and swept me off my feet. Just like that, I was in danger of losing my heart all over again. But I was ready to let it happen. Of course, nothing is ever that easy. Because Vincent is no normal human.
He has a terrifying destiny, one that puts his life at risk every day. He also has enemies. . .immortal, murderous enemies who are determined to destroy him and all of his kind.
The tension between art and science may be traced back to the Greeks. What became "natural philosophy" and later "science" has traditionally been posed as a fundamental alternative to poetry and art. It is
a theme that has commanded central attention in Western thought, as it captures the ancient conflict of Apollo and Dionysus over what deserves to order our thought and serve as the aspiration of our cultural
efforts. The modern schi sm between art and science was again clearly articulated in the Romantic period and seemingly grew to a crescendo fifty years aga as a result of the debate concerning atomic
power. The discussion has not abated in the physical sciences, and in fact has dramatically expanded most prominently into the domains of ecology and medicine. Issues concerning the role of science in
modern society, although heavily political, must be regarded at heart as deeply embedded in our cultural values. Although each generation addresses them anew, the philosophical problems which lay at the
foundation of these fundamental concerns always appear fresh and difficult. This anthology of original essays considers how science might have a greater commonality with art than was perhaps realized in a
more positivist era. The contributors are concerned with how the aesthetic participates in science, both as a factor in constructing theory and influencing practice. The collec tion is thus no less than a
spectrum of how Beauty and Science might be regarded through the same prism.
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